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When the intricate process巴s of techniques are applied to a line drawing as a blu巴print for al three pieces. In this way, 
work, it is natural to push the tec胎1iques to their ma氾mum by controlling and making the other conditions equal, the 
level in order to demonstrate the creator ’s artistic merit. nature of 巴ach color can b巴 seen as the main element for the 
Techniques also demand the highly advanced skils from the expression -yellow, blue, orange ar巴 th巴 key players in 巴ach
creator. Therefore th巴 technical complexity can b巴come a of the three pieces in addition of red. 
driv巴如d attraction in itself. Ikat weaving is on巴 of such 
textile techniques and the direction of my work had been in So far, my 巴xperimental sch巴me seems rather graphic. Then 
this vein for a long time. When I think of why I have chosen th巴 vocabulary of weaving comes in as warp,weft, weave 
thistime-cons日ming ikat as the medium for my textil巴 work, s仕ucture etc. Depending on th巴 combinations of warpand 
theone obvious reason is its technical demand. It has given weft color, the created color looks much more illusive than 
me worthy challenges. I did not have to worry where I was 巴xpected on the blueprint. For example blue warp with 
directed or wanted to go in my work, because the technical yellow weft becomes gre巴n in theory, but yellow warp with 
problems were laid out as app巴aling challenges and 紅白stic blu巴 W巴ft makes a much different green from the revers巴d
possibilities, paving a beautiful brick road befor·巴 me. Like a combination. In addition, since the 2βtwill of ev巴n weav巴 is
traveler follows the arrows on a pathway onc aft巴r anothcr I applied, the direction of view point becomes another clement 
kept proceeding with no doubt. It was exciting and brought for the color appe紅ance. Thes巴 are commonly known effects 
me a sense of fulfillm巴nt. in weaving, and I did not us巴 them to express how much I can 
handle the techniques, but only to dev巴lop the nuances of the 
Along the path, more people have acknowledged the colors so that their r巴sonations b巴come more complex and 
mtrieaeies of my work, I started to wonder if I was only interwoven with eaeh other. 
trying to prove my technical skils. Admittedly, the technical 
challenge is stil an important part of my work process but in My intention is to combine colors in ways which will 
recent years, my attention has gradually shifted away from resonate not only within the same work but also among al 
th巴 technical aspects and focused more on something buried three pi巴ces, horizontally to vertically as well -eventually 
b巴n巴ath 白e surface. Last year, I created a piec巴 to express reaching 出e mind of the viewer; allowing 出巴 color to pierce 
color itself in contrast to the conventional coexistence of the inn巴r lay巴rs of ones feelings as the effective means of 
color and pattern as one entity (that is, as usually expressed as bringing out personal m巴mori巴s and 巴motions. As a 
part of a predominant patt巴rn or design). And also my consequence the 巴choes between color and feeling will occur 
intention was to present the piece to the viewer on th巴日oor - somewhere in the air. Using th巴 na加re of color as a m巴ans, I 
question if it stil could be recognized as a tapes仕y ev巴n it invite the viewer to excavate his or her own P巴rsonal senses 
was not hung on the wall. Both experimental attempts and feelings through my work. In other words, I find mys巴If
eneouraged for the further adventures. standing at the starting point finally after travelling though the 
distant and layered fields to r巴ach to the core of textile art. 
The piece mentioned above inspired me to er巴ate two more 
this year in triptych form. With one piece on the floor and 
two pieces hanging on th巴 wall, I experimented with color 
resonations aeross the formation of thc wovcn picces and 
exploring new expressions lik巴 echoes . Techniqu巴s were
selected and adopted to achieve this. In order to eliminate th巴
influen c巴 of pattern and shap巴， which usually function as the 
vessels for color, I made the shap巴s simple by using the same 
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